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'Make or break' fight for Banks

Detroit boxer training for Tarver in Traverse City

Posted: Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:02 pm

BY DENNIS CHASE dchase@record-eagle.com

TRAVERSE CITY — Johnathon Banks is out to prove his critics wrong.

Banks will take on former Olympian Antonio Tarver in a heavyweight fight Sept. 29 in Texas. 

Both are on the comeback trail, but perhaps more is at stake for the 32-year-old Banks, who is training at Traverse
City's Trigger Boxing. 

Banks, the lead trainer for world heavyweight champion Wladimir Klitschko, lost his last fight and needs an
impressive win to remain in the heavyweight discussion.

"It's an important bout for both of us, but it's more important for me," Banks said Tuesday after a workout. "It's like a
signature bout. 

"I'm still young. I'm still coming on, but a lot of (critics) underestimate what I do because I'm the trainer for the
heavyweight champion of the world. No trainer has been an active fighter, no fighter has been an active trainer, at
least not at the world-class level. Since it's never been done, people assume I'm distracted, I don't know what I'm
doing. Well, I'm fighting because I want to fight. I have the skill set and mindset to do it."

Banks, who's held five different titles in his career, enters with a 29-2-1 record. The Detroit native lost a unanimous
decision to Seth Mitchell last June — a year after knocking out Mitchell in the second round of their first meeting.

Tarver is mounting a comeback at the age of 45. Ten years ago he surprised many by knocking out Roy Jones for
the light heavyweight crown.

"It's a very important fight for Johnathon Banks," trainer Javan "Sugar" Hill said. "He scored a sensational knockout
in the first fight (with Mitchell), but did not have such a good performance in the second fight. This is one of the
reasons, I believe, Antonio Tarver and his team are taking a fight with Johnathon.
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